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Abstract 
We consider area-minimizing surfaces and energy-minimizing maps that possess 
singularities and the question of whether or not perturbations of their boundaries 
remove the singularities. 
In Chapter 1 we introduce a general class of geometric variational problem and 
present the two main examples: the extrema of area and energy. 
In Chapter 2 we discuss how the nature of a singular area-minimizing surface 
depends upon its codimension and note that in high codimension singularities may 
be stable, that is, persist under arbitrary "small" perturbations of the boundary. In 
the codimension-1 case we consider examples where singularities either persist or are 
removed by small perturbations of the boundary and discuss the analysis of these 
phenomena in terms of the eigenfunctions of the Jacobi field operator of the area 
functional. Using this information we then prove the main theorem of Chapter 2 
on the existence of a large class of perturbations which remove the singularity of an 
area-minimizing hypercone C in R n+l: roughly speaking, our result is that sufficiently 
small perturbations of C n sn which lie at least slightly more on one side of C n sn 
than the other always bound smooth area-minimizing hypersurfaces. The precise 
statement is given in Theorem (2.4.1 ). 
In Chapter 3 we consider energy-minimizing maps. We first discuss the properties 
of the singular tangent map 
and in particular show that if p > n > 7 then <.p is uniquely energy-minimizing. After 
we derive energy estimates and consider the nature of perturbations which correspond 
.. 
11 
to eigenfunctions of the Jacobi field operator of the energy functional we are then 
able to prove a theorem on the existence of a large class of perturbations of cp which 
remove the singularity of cp. This result, analogous to the result in §2.4, shows us 
that sufficiently small perturbations of cplsn-l which lie at least slightly more on one 
side of cplSn-l than the other always bound smooth energy-minimizing maps. The 
precise statement is given in Theorem (3.3.1 ). 
As a direct consequence, since the image of cp lies in the equator of SP, this shows 
the existence of smooth energy-minimizing maps into non-convex manifolds. 
Finally, in §3.4 we consider how the nature of cp changes as we perturb the image 
sn into an ellipsoid E: and show that Theorem (3.3.1) can be generalized in this 
case. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to geometric variational problems 
Throughout this thesis, for p > 0, we let B; and s; denote the n-dimensional 
closed ball and sphere, respectively, each with radius p and centre at the origin. In 
particular we have aB; = s;-1 . We will abbreviate Bf and S1 to just Bn and sn, 
respectively. 
1.1) Extrema of geometric variational problems 
I 
Let Mn and NP be lliemannian manifolds of dimen13ions n and p respectively, M 
either without boundary or with boundary :E, where :E is a smooth compact ( n - 1 )-
dimensional manifold and N is isometrically embedded in RP ( for some P > p). 
Then the extrema for a given functional :FM of the form 
FM(u) = JM F(x,u, 'ij'u)dx, u E C1(M;N), 
where Fis a smooth function of its arguments, is given by the Euler-Lagrange operator 
MM characterized by the requirements that MM(u)(x) E Tu(x)N (C RP) for each 
x EM and 
(1.1.1) 
for e E C~(M l"V :E; RP) with e(x) E Tu(x)N (C RP) for each X E M l"V :E. Here 
the gradient of u on M, 9u(x) E Tu(x)N ® TxM C RP ® TxM, is defined by 
y'u(x) = I:f 1 ej ® 9ui(x) where e1 , ... , ep is the standard orthonormal basis for 
RP, u = (u1, ... ,uP) and where 9ui(x) E TxM is the gradient on M of the scalar 
function ui. (Notice that, more intrinsically, if r 1 , ... , T n is an orthonormal basis for 
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In an analogous manner we can define an expression for the Euler-Lagrange 
operator on E, Mr:,. We define the functional :Fr:, by 
Fi:;(u) = h F(w, u, 'i:Ju) dw, u E C1 (~; N), 
where V = gradient on E. The Euler-Lagrange operator Mr:, is then characterized 
by the requirements that Mr:,(u)(w) E Tu(w)N(C RP) for each w EE and 
(1.1.2) 
MM and Mr:, are second order quasilinear operators; that is, they are linear in 
the second order derivatives with the coefficients depending on x ( w, respectively), u 
and \JU. If F(x, z,p) is strictly convex with respect to the p-variables then MM and 
Mr:, are also elliptic operators. (See, for example, [GT, Ch. 10].) 
In [SL2] and [AS], Simon and Adams consider functionals of geometric type. On 
cylindrical domains M = E x [O, oo) these functionals take the form 
(1.1.3) FM(u) = l"' h e-mt(F(w,u, 'i:Ju,Ou/at) +E(w,t,u, 'i:Ju,Ou/at)) dwdt 
where mis a constant, V = gradient on E, E has exponential decay with respect to 
t as t j oo and where u = u(w, t) can be vector-valued. F(w, z,p, q) is also assumed 
to satisfy a strong convexity condition in the q-variables: 
q · Fq(w, z,p, q) > clql2 , 
for some c > 0, and the Legendre-Hadamard condition in the p-variable so that M M 
and Mi:; are strongly elliptic if u E C2 (M; N) and I~: I is small (see [MCI , §1.5], 
[SL2] and [AS]). 
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For x E Rn ~ { 0} we now let r and w denote the spherical coordinates 
r = lxl X and w = j;i· 
Then after the change of variable t = - log r, we note that the cylindrical domain 
M = ~ x [O, oo) can be written as a conical domain with boundary ~ C sn-l; that 
is, a domain of the form 
(1.1.4) M = { rw : 0 < r < 1, w E ~}. 
Of particular interest throughout this thesis will be the area and energy func-
tionals and their respective extrema, that is, minimal hypersurfaces in an+l and 
harmonic maps. On suitable conical domains we will find that ( after the change of 
variable t = - log r) the area and energy functionals are examples of functionals that 
can be written in the form (1.1.3). 
Example 1: The area functional and minimal hypersurfaces in an+i 
Let M be an oriented hypersurface in Rn+l with unit normal VM, u E C2 (M) 
and let graph Mu be the graph of u over M ; that is, let 
graphMu = {x + u(x)vM(x): x EM}. 
The area functional on M is then given by 
The Euler-Lagrange operator associated with AM is called the minimal surface 
operator and as above denoted by MM. We remark that in this example we have 
3 
N = R (hence also Tu(x)N = R for each x E M) and \JU is just the usual gradient 
( taken in M) of the scalar function u. 
MM(u) = 0 is then equivalent to graph Mu being a minimal submanifold of an+1 . 
(By saying that a submanif old is minimal we mean that the first variation of the area 
( with respect to compactly supported perturbations) of the submanifold is zero, or 
equivalently, that the mean curvature of M is zero. For details see, for example, 
[SLl, §9] or [SL3, §1].) 
Now let 'E be a smooth compact ( n - 1 )-dimensional minimal submanifold of 5n 
( C Rn+l) ( other than a great hemisphere) and form the cone over 'E, 
C = { rw : 0 < r < oo, w E 'E}. 
Then, by [SJ, Prop. 6.1.1], C is a smooth minimal hypercone in Rn+l and in particular 
C has an isolated singularity at 0. Also let 
C1 = C n Bn+i. 
Then C1 is a domain of the form (1.1.4). Furthermore, in (S12, Part I, §3.2 Example 2] 
it is shown that the area functional on C1 , Aci, is of the form (1.1.3), subject to the 
usual relation t = - log r. 
Example 2: The energy functional and harmonic maps 
We work here in the Sobolev spaces W 112 (M; RP) and wg,2 (M; RP) , where 
Wt'2 (M; RP) is the closure of CJ(M rv 'E; RP) in W1 ,2 (M; RP) (for a discussion of 
these spaces see, for example, [AR], [MCl, Ch. 3] or [GT, Ch. 7]). If M is compact 
with non-empty boundary 'E then for maps u, v E W1 ,2 (M; RP) we will often write 
U =Von 'E if (u - v) E Wt'2(M; RP). 
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We also introduce the space W 112 (M; N) which is defined by 
W 1 12 (M; N) = { u E W 112 (M; RP): u(x) EN a.e. x EM}. 
For u E W 112 (M; RP) the energy functional is given by 
where the energy den3ity e( u) = !Du 12 is given in local coordinates by 
n p . . 8u' 8u' 1 
e( u) = L L gaP axa axP ( det 9,8)"! dx, 
a,P=l i=l 
where g0 p is the metric tensor of M. 
If M = Bn ( a domain of the form ( 1.1.4)) then we easily see that, after the change 
of variable t = -logr, £Bn is of the form (1.1.3). In this case we have m = n - 2, 
~ = sn-l, F(w, z,p, q) = IPl2 + lql 2 and E = 0. 
A map u E W 1 ,2 (M; N) is said to be a harmonic map if it is a weak solution 
of the Euler-Lagrange equation. For a comprehensive discussion of harmonic maps 
including examples of such maps see [EL], [ES], [H] and [JJ]. 
If M is a conical domain of the form ( 1.1.4) then a degree O homogeneous har-
monic map rp : M ~ N with an isolated singularity at the origin is said to be a tangent 
map. 
A map u E W 1 ,2 ( M; N) is said to be energy-minimizing if 
for every map v E W 1 ,2 (M; N) with support (u-v) a compact subset of M /"',,J ~- If M 
is compact with boundary then we will also say that u is uniquely energy-minimizing 
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if u is energy-minimizing and for every energy-minimizing map v E W 1 ,2 (M; N ) with 
(u - v) E WJ'2 (M; RP) we have u = v on M. 
[SUl] then gives us the following result that energy-minimizing maps are also 
harmonic maps: 
Lemma (1.1.5) ([SUl, Lemma 2.1]): If u E W 112 (M; N) is an energy-minimizing 
map and u( x) E N 0 a. e. for a compact subset N 0 C N then u is also a harmonic 
map. 
In the following we will be particularly interested in the case when N = SP 
( C RP+l ). For u : M -+ SP, if we write u = ( u 1 , ... , uP+l ), the Euler-Lagrange 
equation is given by 
(1.1.6) 
where D..M is the Laplace operator on Mand 
p+l 
IDul2 =LIV uil2 , 
j=l 
where here vui = gradient of ui taken in M. (See, for example, [SU3, §1] or [H, §2].) 
1.2) Jacobi fields 
Let <.p E C2 (M; N) be a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation on M; that is cp 
satisfies 
Then we define the Jacobi field operator .CM at cp to be the linearization of MM about 
cp given by 
6 
for w E C2 (M; RP) with w tangential along <.p (that is, w(x) E Tcp(x)N for each 
x E M). (Notice that if N = RP-as it will be in our applications to minimal 
hypersurfaces in R n+l_ the requirement that w is tangential along <.p is void.) 
By the definition (1.1.1) for MM we then have 
(1.2.1) 
for w E C 2 (M; RP) and e E C;(M 1'.J ~; RP) with w, e tangential along <.p. 
In particular for e E C;(M 1'.J ~; RP) with e tangential along <.p the second 
variation of FM of <.p in the direction of e is given by 
If 
for every e E C;(M 1'.J ~; RP) withe tangential along <.p then we say that <.p is stable 
and if there is some e E C;(M 1'.J ~; RP) withe tangential along <.p and 
then we say that <.p is unstable. 
On ~' the linearization of ME about <.p is given by 
for w E C2 (~;RP) with w tangential along <.p and as in ( 1.2.1) we have after using 
the definition (1.1.2) for ME that 
(1.2.2) 
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for w,e E C 2 (:E;RP) with w, e tangential along 'P· 
From this we note that .Cr:, satisfies a self-adjointness condition 
for w, e E C2 (:E; RP) with w, e tangential along 'P· 
Now suppose that M is a conical domain of the form (1.1.4), let {Vw}wEE be 
a class of subspaces of RP of fixed dimension q > l (independent of w) which vary 
smoothly with w (in the sense that the entries .of the matrix of the orthogonal pro-
jection of RP onto Vw are smooth functions of w) and let 
S = {w E C00 (:E; RP) : w(w) E Vw for each w E :E} 
and 
S = {w E C00 (M; RP): w(r, ·)ES for each r E (0, 1]}. 
(Thus S, S are the smooth sections of {Vw }weE considered as a bundle over :E and 
M, respectively.) 
We consider the general class of second order linear operators LM : S ~ S of the 
form 
(1.2.3) 
Here 
and 
p 
E """"' E . br:,(w) · \] w = ~ bj(w) "v wl 
i=l 
p 
qz:,(w) · w = L qi(w)wi 
j=l 
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where qi E C 00 (~; RP) and bj(w) : Tw~ ~ RP are linear maps varying smoothly in 
w, '\fEwi denotes the gradient of wi(r, ·) (with r fixed) taken in~ and '6..Mw denotes 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator (taken componentwise on w = (w1 , ... , wp)). We also 
assume L M is self-adjoint in the sense that 
whenever w, e E S0 , where 
So = { w E S : support w is a compact subset of M f'V ~}. 
Notice that we can write LM in the alternative form 
(1.2.4) 
where 
here ~E is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on ~ and ~EW is an abbreviation for 
'6..Ew(r, ·) (r fixed), again computed componentwise. 
(For the general class of functional of geometric type (1.1.3), by using (1.2.1) and 
(1.1.3) (and the relation t = -logr) we can compute, as in [S12, Part I, §4], that if 
r.p is independent of r, that is 
r.p(rw) = r.p(w) for all r .E (0, l], 
then the Jacobi field operator at r.p can be written in this form. In particular, we 
show below that the Jaco bi field operators for the area and energy functionals have 
this form; in the area case we have p = q = 1, Vw = R for each w E ~' and in the 
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case of the energy functional we have Vw = Tcp(w)N ( C RP) for each w E E. That is, 
for the energy functional, the subspace S is just the set of C(X)('E; RP) maps which 
are tangential ( to JV) along <.p.) 
Using standard Hilbert space theory of self-adjoint operators on S ( = closure of 
Sin L2 ('E; RP)) and regularity theory for operators of the form LE we see that there 
is a discrete set of eigenvalues 
and corresponding eigenfunctions 
in S chosen to form an orthonormal basis for S. 
As in [S12, Part I, §5] (and [CHS, §1]) we use the method of separation of variables 
and look for solutions of 
(1.2.5) 
in the form 
CX) 
w(rw) = L O:j(r)</>j(w). 
j=l 
Then by (1.2.4) w is a solution of (1.2.5) if and only if for all j > 1 
Using the completeness of the ¢j's it then follows that there is an L2 ('E; RP) summable 
representation for a solution of (1.2.5) given by 
(1.2.6) w(rw) = L ( aj cos( 8j log r) + bi sin( 8j log r) )r-<n; 2) </>j(w) 
jE/1 
+ L (aj + bj logr)r-<n2 2)</>j(w) 
jE/2 
+ L (air-,;- + bjr-1t)</>j(w) 
jEls 
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where 
and where 
and 
I1 = { j : Ai < - ( n 2 2 )2 } ' 
I2 = { j : Ai = - ( n 2 2 )2 } ' 
[3 = { j : A. j > - ( n 2 2 )2 } ' 
Finally, for each J > 0 we let Ily denote the projection operator defined by 
(1.2. 7) 
00 
rrt: L2 (~; RP)---+ L2 (~; RP): g I-+ ~ (g, </Ji) £2(E;RP)¢i· 
j=J+I 
Example 1: Jacobi fields for the area functional 
For M and graphMu as in (1.1 Example 1) we have by, for example, [HS1, §1] 
that the Jacobi field operator about Mis given by 
where !:::,.M is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M and 1AM I is the inner product 
norm of the second fundamental form AM of M; thus IAM(x)I = VKi + ... + K; 
where K 1 , ••• , Kn are the principal curvatures of M at x. 
Then in the special case when Mis a minimal hypercone C1 we have that £c1 is 
an operator of the form (1.2.3) where here br, = 0, qE = !Ar. 12 , Ar, = Acl~, Vw = R 
for each w E ~ and S = C 00 (~). 
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Note that in this case £c1 is a scalar operator and hence ,\1 is simple ( so that 
,\1 < ,\2 ) and (modulo choice of sign) 
(1.2.8) <p1 > 0. 
(See, for example, [GT, Ch. 8].) 
We now suppose that e E C~(C1 l"V ~), 0 < t < land Ae(t) is then-dimensional 
area of the graph of te. The second variation of the area of a minimal hypercone C1 
is then given by the formula 
(see [CHS, (4.1)] and [SJ, §3]). A minimal hypercone C1 is then said to be stable if 
for all such e. 
By [CHS, Thm. 4.5] (see also [SJ, §6]) we find that if C1 is stable then 
Indeed it is straightforward to generalise the proof of this result so that it applies to 
all operators LM of the form (1.2.3) and we now restate the result after replacing £c1 
Let Sand S0 be as in §1.2 and let v1 be the minimum eigenvalue of the problem 
{ 
LMw + r-2 vw = 0, 
w = 0 on~' 
w ES. Then we have: 
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Lemma (1.2.9): For n > 3 
and 
(1.2.11) (-LMe, ~) L2(M;RP) > a JMr-2 1e12 for some constant a> 0 and for all 
e E So, 
, ( n-2 )2 
~Al> - ~ • 
Remarks: (1) If (1.2.10) is satisfied when LM = £c1 (and S = C 00 (~)) then, by the 
above discussion, C1 is stable. If (1.2.11) is also satisfied then C\ is said to be strictly 
stable. 
(2) We shall also have occasion to use this lemma in our discussion of energy-
minimizing maps in Chapter 3. (In this case we shall have M = Bn.) 
Thus if we assume that C1 is stable, so that A1 > -( n 2 2 )2, then the 1/s are all 
real and satisfy 
(1.2.12) < -<- -<+ +<+< 
-
00 +- · · · - 13 - 12 < 11 - 11 < 12 - 13 - · · · -+- +oo. 
Moreover, the representation (1.2.6) of the solution w of £c1 w = 0 reduces to 
either 
00 
(1.2.13) w(rw) = L(ajr-,;- + bjr-1t)¢>i(w) if A1 > -(n 2 2 )2 
j=l 
13 
or 
00 
(1.2.14) w(rw) = (c1 + c2 logr)r-("; 2)4>1 (w) + L(a1r-,;- + b1r-1l)4>1(w ) 
j=2 
Example 2: Jacobi fields for the energy functional 
For a harmonic map <.p: Mn -+ SP ( C RP+l) we easily compute that the Jacobi 
field equation at <.p, corresponding to the Euler-Lagrange equation (1.1.6), is given by 
(1.2.15) . . 2 . D.Mw' + 2r.p'(Dw · Dr.p) + !Dr.pl w' = 0, i = 1, ... ,P + 1, 
where w E C 2 (M; RP+l) with w. <.p = 0 on M. 
In this example we will asswne that p > n and we will view Rn as the set 
{x E RP+l : xn+l = ... = xP+l = 0}. 
We then consider the case when <.pis the map 
We note that <p is of class w 1 ,2 , a singular harmonic map, that is, <.p satisfies (1.1.6) 
in the weak sense, and is also independent of r. Thus <.p is an example of a tangent 
map. Furthermore we saw in (1.1 Example 2) that the energy functional £En is of 
geometric type (1.1.3). By the discussion in [S12, Part I, §4] we then find that the 
Jacobi field operator at <.p, ..C 8 n......,{o}, is an operator of the form (1.2.3) (where Sis the 
set of C 00 (:E; RP) maps tangential along <.p ). Hence by the above discussion it follows 
that the solutions of the Jacobi field equation 
(1.2.16) 
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can be written in the form (1.2.6). Moreover, since in t_his case 
and 
we can, using (1.2.15), write (1.2.16) in the form 
n 
.6.B"-{O} wi + 2cpi L(Dwj · Dcpj) + r-2(n ~ l)wi = 0, i = 1, ... , n, 
j=l 
LB"-{o}w' = 0, i = n + 1, ... ,P + 1, 
where the scalar operator LB"-{O} is given by 
where 
Lsn-1 = .6.sn-1 + (n - 1). 
Thus LBn-{o} is an operator of the form (1.2.3) with bE = 0, qE = (n - 1), Vw = R 
for each w E ~ and S = C 00 ( ~). Furthermore we note that an 
(eigenvalue of Lsn-1) = (eigenvalue of ~sn-1)- (n -1). 
Then using the theory of spherical harmonics, we have by, for example, [BGM, p. 159] 
or [SE, p. 68] that 
A1 = -( n - 1) < A2 = ... = An+l = 0 < An+2 = ( n + 1) < ... -+ +oo 
and the first ( n + 1) eigenfunctions can be written in the form 
(1.2.17) ¢1 = constant ( f: 0), 
A, - i 
lf"i+l = w ' i = 1, ... , n. 
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Then since 
, ( n-2 )2 /\} > - -2- for n > 7 
we have 
in the representation (1.2.6) of wi, i = n + l, ... , p + l. That is, for n > 7 we can 
write wi, i = n + l, ... ,P + 1, in the simplified form 
00 
(1.2.18) wi(rw) = L(a~r-'1';- + b~r-'1't)</>;(w), 
j=l 
where iT = ( n 2 2) ± J ( n 2 2 )2 + ,\ j. 
We also note that the iT satisfy 
(1.2.19) 
< ii < ii = · · · = 1:+1 < 1:+2 < · · · -+ +oo. 
We now give the second variation formula for the energy of a harmonic map 
u: M-+ N, where Mis an arbitrary Riemannian manifold (with or without bound-
ary). Let £M be the linearization of MM about u and let e E C;(M ".I ~ ; RP) 
be tangential along u (that is, e(x) E Tv.(x)N for each X EM). Also let nu denote 
covariant differentiation along u and let RN denote the curvature tensor of N ( for 
details see, for example, [EH, §2] or [SB, Ch. 6]). Then from [SRl, Prop. 1.1] (see 
also [BA2, §2] and [H, §2]) we have that the second variation of the energy of u in the 
direction of e is given by 
(1.2.20) 
82£M(u, 0 = (-.cMe, e) L'(M;R.P) = L { ID"el2 - t (RN (!ua , e )e, :Xu,,)} dx. 
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A harmonic map u is said to be stable if 
for every e E C;(M rv ~; RP) tangential along u. 
u is also said to be unstable if 
for some e tangential along u. 
If M is a conical domain of the form (1.1.4) and ,j; : M ~ N is a tangent map 
then ,j; is also said to be strictly stable if 
for some constant a > 0 and for all e E C~(M rv ~; RP) withe tangential along ,j;. 
Finally, we note that for harmonic maps u : Bn ~ SP the second variation 
formula reduces to 
(1.2.21) 
17 
Chapter 2: Area-minimizing surfaces 
2.1) Singular area-minimizing surfaces 
In this chapter we will be working with the generalized surfaces T of geometric 
measure theory called integer-multiplicity n-current.s in R n+k. For a comprehensive 
discussion of currents see [FHl, Ch.4], [SLl, Ch.'s 6, 7], [MFl] or [HS3]. 
We denote the mass of Tin W (W C Rn+k) by Mw(T), the support of T by 
spt T and we define the boundary of T, 8T, by 
(Here vn-1 (Rn+k) denotes the set of smooth (n - 1)-forms on Rn+k with compact 
support.) 
T is then said to be area-minimizing if 
Mw(T) < Mw(S) 
whenever W C R n+k with W compact and S is an integer-multiplicity n-current with 
8S = 8T and spt (S -T) is a compact subset of W. 
We say that x E spt T "' spt 8T is an interior .singularity of T if spt T cannot be 
written as an embedded n-dimensional C1 submanifold of Rn+k in a neighbourhood 
of x. We let sing T denote the set of interior singularities of T. 
The following regularity result is given in [AF] (see also [S13, §5·2]): 
Theorem (2.1.1) ([AF]): If T i.s an area-minimizing integer-multiplicity n-current 
then for any compact .set K with Kn spt 8T = 0 we have 
11,°'(sing T n K) = 0 for all o: > n - 2. 
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In the codimension-1 case we have after combining results from [AWl], [SJ) and 
[FH3] (see [SL3, §5·1] and [GE, p. 166] for the details) the following improved regu-
larity result: 
Theorem (2.1.2): If T is a codimenJion-1 area-minimizing integer-multiplicity n -
current then 
sing T = 0, n < 6, 
sing T is isolated, n = 1, 
and 
1-{,a( sing T) = 0 for all a > n - 1 when n > 7 . 
. 2.2) Singular area-minimizing surfaces of high codimension 
The first examples of singular area-minimizing surfaces were given by the ob-
servation in [FH2, §4] (see also [FHl, §5.4.19] and [MFl, §6.3]) that if we identify 
R 2m with cm, m > 1, then all complex analytic varieties are automatically area-
minimizing. This provides an abundant class of examples of area-minimizing surfaces 
of codimension > 2 with singularities. For example, the complex curvt 
T = { ( z, w) E C2 : w2 = z3 } 
is a codimension-2 area-minimizing surface in R 4 and it is a smooth submanifold 
except for an isolated singularity at the origin (see [MFl, §6.3] or [MF2, §2]). 
Perhaps the simplest examples of singular area-minimizing surfaces are given by 
an area-minimizing sum (union) of n-dimensional planes in Rn+\ n > 2, k > 2. 
Indeed it was shown in [CS] that a two-dimensional area-minimizing current has 
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only isolated singular points, each with a unique tangent cone which is a sum of 
two-dimensional planes. In [MF3], Morgan shows that the subset of pairs of two-
dimensional planes with area-minimizing sum is closed and has empty interior. Mor-
gan goes on to conclude that " ... singularities in two-dimensional area-minimizing 
surf aces seem unlikely to persist under variation of their boundary curve." Indeed 
it is shown in [WBl, §7] (see also [WB2, §2]) that for unoriented two-dimensional 
area-minimizing surfaces we have do have generic regularity. 
On the other hand in [LG], when n > 3 and k > 3, Lawlor was able to give 
examples of pairs of n-dimensional planes in Bn+k with area-minimizing sum and the 
property that no small C2 perturbation of the boundary will eliminate the singularity. 
That is, for each of these examples, the singularity is stable. 
Furthermore in [WBl, §7] (and [WB2, Intro.]) White also notes that for topo-
logical reasons we may not have generic regularity. For example, any imbedding of 
RP2 into R n+k can only bound singular area-minimizing currents. 
We thus conclude that these latter results indicate that in the case of high codi-
mension area-minimizing surfaces, singularities may be stable. 
2.3) Singular area-minimizing hypersurfaces 
For the rest of this chapter we will now concentrate solely on surfaces of 
codimension-1. 
The first example given of a codimension-1 area-minimizing integer-multiplicity 
n-current with a singularity was the "Simons' cone" corresponding to the hypersurface 
(2.3.1) Cs= {.X(u,v) E R4 x R4 : .X > 0, lul = lvl = 1} 
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so that sing Cs= {O} (see [BDG, Thm. A] and also see [MFl, §10.7] where Morgan 
presents a "plausibility argument" as to why in high dimensions such examples do 
exist). This example shows that Theorem (2.1.2) is strict. 
Further examples of area-minimizing hypercones are given in [LH] and [FK]. 
As in ( 1.1 Example 1) let ~ be a smooth compact ( n - 1 )-dimensional minimal 
submanifold of sn ( C Rn+ 1 ) ( other than a great hemisphere), let C be the smooth 
minimal hypercone over~' 
(2.3.2) C = { rw : 0 < r < oo, w E ~}, 
and let 
We are interested in normal perturbations of~ which can be written as the graph 
of a C110 function VJ on~. If we let '11 E C110(~; Rn+i) be defined by 
'¥ ( X) = X + VJ( X) VE ( X) 
wh~re VE= val~ (vc the unit normal to C), then we define the perturbation of~ by VJ 
to be ~t/J where 
We now consider examples of perturbations of ~ under which the singularity 
persists. 
In [CHS], Caffarelli, Hardt and Simon have shown that ~ can be perturbed to 
produce 1-parameter families of minimal surfaces with an isolated singularity. These 
examples are particularly interesting because they were the first examples of non-cone 
singular minimal surfaces. In [HS1, Thm. 4.4] it is shown that if C is strictly area-
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minimizing then these examples are in fact area-minimizing. ( A cone C is said to be 
strictly area-minimizing if there is a constant B > 0 such that M( C1 ) < M( S) - Ben 
whenever c E (0, 1) and S is an integer-multiplicity n-current with spt Sn B:+ 1 = 0 
and 8S = :E. The examples of area-minimizing hypercones given in [LH] and [FK] 
are also strictly area-minimizing. For discussion see [HS1, §3].) 
These examples are constructed by looking for perturbations of :E which bound 
minimal hypersurfaces that are asymptotic to C1 as r ! 0. This is done by first 
considering hypersurfaces T that can be written in the form 
T = graphc1 u, 
for u E C2 (C1 r".J :E) n C1 ,0 (C1 ). If Tis a minimal hypersurface then by Allard's 
regularity theorem ([AWl] or [SLl, Ch. 5]) u satisfies 
where M is the minimal surface operator, so that the theory of Chapter 1 can then 
be applied. 
If we let <Pi and,;, j > 1, be as in §1.2 (relative to .CE), let II7, J > 0, be as 
given by (1.2.7) and for O < a < 1, 0 < r < !, let I· 12,a;r be the weighted Holder 
pseudo-norm given by 
2 
lvl2,a;r = L(rk sup I vkv(x)I) + r 2+0 ( sup Ix -y1-a1 v 2 v(x)-v2v(y)I), 
k=O r<lxl<2r r<lxl,IYl<2r 
x#;y 
then from [CHS] (see also [S12, Part I, Thm. 7.3]) these examples are given by the 
foil owing result: 
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Theorem (2.3.3) ([CHS, Thm. 3.1]): For any m > 1, 0 <a< 1 and 'lj; E C210 (~) 
there exi3t3 J = J(m) (= leaJt non-negative integer with m < -Re 1'J+i) and number3 
A and c ( depending only on ~' m and a) 3uch that, for any poJitive A < A, there 
exiJiJ a 3o[ution U>. of 
with 
(2.3.4) 
(2.3.5) 
and 
for all O < r < i where 
00 
w(rw) = L ('l/J,¢i)L 2 (E)r--r; ¢i(w). 
i=J+l 
By (2.3.5) we see that the U>. are decaying at rate at least rm giving us the re-
quired examples. We also note that by (2.3.4 ), the first J components of the boundary 
data of U>. cannot be specified, although the remaining components can. Furthermore 
w ( = lim A.-1 u>.) is a Jacobi field corresponding to the 1-parameter family { U>.}o<>.<A 
>.10 -
and satisfies 
w = ITJ'l/; on~-
Thus the perturbations which produce these examples of singular minimal hypersur-
faces correspond to higher eigenfunctions of the Jacobi field operator .Cr.. 
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Finally, in [CHS, §5] it is noted that the above theorem generalizes to higher 
codimension, producing examples of non-cone singular minimal surfaces of arbitrary 
co dimension. 
Now assume that C is area-minimizing. Also note (see [HS1, §1]) that Rn+l ~ C 
has exactly two components which we denote be E+, E-; we assume the labelling is 
such that vc points into E+. Then if :E is such that there is no isotopy in nn+l from 
E+ n Sn to E- n Sn leaving :E fixed ( which is the case unless :E is a homology sphere 
(see (WB3, §4])), application of [WB3, Thm. 4.1] gives us examples of perturbations 
of :E by 'l/; which bound singular minimal hypersurfaces T where 'l/; is of the form 
where j > 2, c1 , c2 are constants and l'l/;lc2,a(E) is small. (It is an open question as 
to whether or not these minimal hypersurfaces are in fact area-minimizing. If they 
are area-minimizing then we could also apply Theorem ( 2.4.1) to show that the ratio 
c1 / c2 is small; that is 'l/; "corresponds" to the <pj ( even for j E {2, ... , J}, J as above).) 
Further examples of perturbations of :E which produce singular minimal hyper-
surfaces are of course given by rigid motions of :E, that is, translations and rotations. 
As an example, consider the quadratic minimal hypercone C in R n+l produced by 
taking the cone over the product of spheres 
where p, q > 0 are integers, r 2 = p/(p + q), s2 = q/(p + q) and p + q = n - 1. (For 
a discussion of the properties of such cones see, ~or example, [LH], [ AA, §6] and [SS] 
and note that if we let p = q = 3 this gives the area-minimizing Simons' cone (2.3.1).) 
Now by direct calculation we find that IAE 12 = n -1 so that following the discussion 
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in (1.2 Example 1) we can write the Jacobi field operator £r:, in the form 
£r:, = ~E +(n-1). 
Then, since ~ is a product of spheres, we can now apply the theory of spherical 
harmonics from [BGM] or [SE] (as we did for the operator Lsn-1 in (1.2 Example 2)), 
or see [SS, §2] or [AA, §6], to give us details on the spectrum of £r:,. (We note that 
the Jacobi field operator of [SS] differs by a factor of ( n - l) from the Jacobi field 
operator in our setting.) In particular we find that the first (2n + pq + 2) eigenvalues 
are given by 
{
-( n - l) for j E J1 = { 1}; 
Aj = 0 for j E J2 = {2, ... ,n+2}; 
( n - 1) for j E ]3 = { n + 3, ... , 2n + pq + 2}. 
(Here (2n + pq + 2) = 1 + (n + l) + (n + pq) = the sum of the multiplicities of the 
eigenvalues -(n - 1), 0 and (n - 1).) Moreover, for j E J2, an eigenfunction ¢>i can 
be expressed in the form z i · vr:, ( w) for some z i E Rn+ 1, z i =/= 0, and for j E J 3 , ¢> j 
can be expressed in the form Rjw · VE ( w) for some skew-symmetry Rj, Rj =/= 0 ( see 
[SS, Prop. 2.7]). These eigenfunctions c/>j, j E J2 , and c/>j, j E J3 , generate translations 
and rotations of~' respectively. 
In the above example we also note that 1; = - l for j E J3 • Hence in the 
above Theorem (2.3.3) from [CHS], since we need (-, J+i) > m > 1, we thus need 
( J + 1) ~ J1 U J2 U J3 for such a cone. Furthermore, it follows that the examples 
of singular perturbations produced by translations and rotations together with the 
examples of Theorem (2.3.3) now give us examples of singular perturbations of ~ 
which correspond to each of the eigenfunctions c/>j, j > 2, of the Jacobi field operator 
.Cr:,. 
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.... 
We now consider perturbations which remove singularities. The following theo-
rem from [HS 1] will play an integral role in the proof of our main result, Theorem 
(2.4.1). 
We consider general integer-multiplicity n-currents T in R n+l of the form 
T = a[E]LU 
where E, U are open subsets of Rn+i, EC U, 
Tis area-minimizing in U 
and spt T n U = aE n U. (Here [E] denotes the (n + 1)-current in Rn+i obtained by 
the integration of ( n + 1 )-forms over E, E being equipped with the usual orientation 
from Rn+ 1 .) 
Let V be an open subset of U with V compact in U and let W be an open C2 
domain in V, W compact in V, with 
spt T n aw C reg T, 
where reg T = spt T rv sing T and where the intersection is transverse. Also let 
~' = a(TL W). Finally, assume that for any e E sing T there is a tangent cone C(e) 
for T at e of the form (2.3.2). 
We then have the following result that small "one-sided" perturbations of ~, 
bound smooth area-minimizing integer-multiplicity n-currents: 
, 
Theorem (2.3.6) ([HS1, Thm. 5.6]): There is an€ = c(E, U, V, W) > 0 such that 
if iI! E C1 ,a(~'; aw) satisfies 
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and 
for each component ('11#:E')* of '11#:E', then '11#:E' bounds an integer-multiplicity 
n-current R with R area-minimizing in V, and 
sing R = 0 
for any such R. 
We note that if Tis an area-minimizing hypercone C1 (and :E' = :E) then small 
perturbations of :E which correspond to </>1 are one-sided since </>1 > 0 (see (1.2.8)) 
and hence remove the singularity. 
Finally we note that the techniques used in the proof of this theorem given in 
[HS1] rely heavily on the fact that we are working in codimension-1. 
2.4) Perturbing away singularities from area-minimizing hypercones 
In this section we consider the case when Tis an area-minimizing hypercone C1 
with isolated singularity. 
Here, as above, C1 = C n B"+1 for an area-minimizing hypercone C of the form 
(2.3.2). For O < P1 < P2, we also let Cp1 ,p2 denote the truncated hypercone 
We abbreviate Co,p to just Gp, for p > 0 ( consistent with the above definition of C1). 
Now Theorem (2.3.6) indicates that in the codimension-1 case, isolated singular-
ities are not stable. Indeed we can use this result to construct a much larger class 
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of perturbations ~1f' of ~ which necessarily bound smooth area-minimizing integer-
multiplicity n-currents. 
We find that, for sufficiently small perturbations, ~1f' need only lie "slightly more 
on one side of~ than the other" for the singularity to be removed. To be precise, we 
have: 
Theorem (2.4.1): Given an T/ > 0 there exist8 an c > 0 3uch that if 'lj; E C 110 (~), 
(0 < a < 1 ), 3atisfies 
and 
then :Ev, bounds an area-minimizing integer-multiplicity n-current T in R n+l with 
sing T = 0 
for any such T. 
Remarks: (1) We note that if 
IAEI = constant, 
as it is for all of the examples of area-minimizing hypercones given in [LH] and [FK], 
then it follows that 
¢1 = constant. 
Then the second condition on 'lj; in Theorem (2.4.1) can be written as 
11 'Ip+ - l rl > 1,11/,lci,a(E) 
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-where 'lj; ± = max{±'lj; , O} , giv_ing 'l/; = 'lj; + - 1/, - . Thus in this case, we see that if 
l'l/Jl c1 ,a(E) is small, then we must have IE 'lj;+ and IE 1/, - "close" if t he perturbation is 
to preserve the singularity; otherwise the singularity disappears . 
In general, for singular perturbations we have the follo\ving result which, as we 
will see, follows directly from the proof of Theorem (2.4.1): 
Proposition (2.4.2): Suppo3e that {Tk} i.3 a 3equence of area-minimizing integer-
multiplicity n-currents in Rn+l and that we can write 8Tk in the form 
such that 
spt Tk f'V B P1c C graph Uk 
and 
-1 
ck' Uk' ~ W 
and 
(that is, w is a Jacobi field corresponding to the {uk}). 
Moreover 
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(2) As with the proof of Theorem (2.3.6) we note that the techniques of the 
following proof rely heavily on the fact that we are working in codimension-1 and 
hence cannot be generalized to higher codimension. 
(3) The following example is instructive. Consider the translation of the Simons' 
cone (2.3.1), which we can also write in the form 
C { R8 2 2 2 2} S = X E : X1 + · · · + X4 = X5 + · · · + Xg , 
to the hypercone 
C~ { Rs ( ) 2 2 2 2 2 2} S = XE : X1 - e + X2 + X3 + X4 = X5 + · · · + Xg , 
e > 0, produced by the perturbation of~ (=Cs n S7 ) by 'lj;~ where 
Using the fact that ¢>1 = constant for Cs we find that 
that is, the singular perturbation 'lj;~ has a non-zero ¢>1 component. This demonstrates 
in particular that in Theorem ( 2.4.1) we must have 
e ! 0 as 17 ! 0. 
We aiso note that e-1 ('l/;\ </> 1 ) £2(E) -+- 0 as e ! 0. 
( 4) Following the discussion in §2.3 concerning the perturbations of ~ under 
which the singularity remains we note Theorem (2.4.1) will not hold if we replace </>1 
with any other eigenfunction <Pi, j > 2, of the Jacobi :field operator. 
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Proof (of Theorem (2.4.1)): We prove the theorem by contradiction. 
So assume that we have an r,0 > 0 and a sequence { 1Pk}, 1Pk E C110 (~), which 
satisfies 
(2.4.3) 
and the corresponding ~v,1r bounds an area-minimizing integer-multiplicity n-current 
Tk (whose existence is guaranteed by, for example, the existence lemma of [SLl, Ch. 7]) 
with 
sing Tk -:/- 0. 
By the compactness of both integer-multiplicity currents and area-minimizing 
currents ( [SL 1, Ch.' s 6, 7]) there is a subsequence { k'} C { k} and an area-minimizing 
integer-multiplicity n-current S such that 
Since l1Pk lc1,~(E) ---+ 0, so that 8Tk' ~ ~' and since C1 is the unique area-minimizer 
with ~ as boundary, it follows that S = C1 . 
Because Tk, and C1 are area-minimizing the monotonicity formula ([AWl] or 
[SLl, §17]) then gives 
in the Hausdorff distance sense. Furthermore by the boundary regularity results of 
[AW2] or [HS2] we have ( abbreviating { k'} to { k}) that, for large k, Tk is regular in 
a fixed neighbourhood (independent of k) of~- Then since C1 is regular away from 
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the origin we have by Allard's regularity theorem ([AWl] or [SLl, Ch. 5]) that there 
exists sequences {pk} l O and {uk}, Uk E C00(C~,I l"V ~) n c1,0 (C~ ,1), such that 
(2.4.4) 
with 
and 
(2.4.5) 
We now use homotheties of the analytic area-minimizing hypersurface S of 
[HS1, Thm. 2.1] as barriers for the uk's to show that if we define 
then the "blow up", Wk = ck Iuk, does in fact have a subsequence which converges to 
a Jacobi field. 
For such S [HS1, Thm. 2.1] gives us that there is an Ro = Ro(C) and a C2 
function v on C l"V B~I such that graph v C S, S l"V graph v C BRtI and v satisfies 
either 
(2.4.6) 
or 
- -(2.4.7) v(rw) = (cI + c2 logr)r--r1 <PI(w) + O(r--r1 -v) 
for r > Ro, v > 0, and where cI i= 0 in (2.4.6), ( cI + c2 log r) i= 0 in (2.4. 7) and c2 = 0 
1 - + (n-2) un ess II = II = -2- . 
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As in §2.3 we let E+ and E- denote the two components of R n+I ,...., C. We 
then let S+, S_ and v+, v_ replace S and v so that graph v+ C spt S+ C E+ and 
graph V- C spt s_ C E-. 
Now let 
(2.4.8) 
and for ,,\ > 0, let T/). denote the homothety x i-+ ,,\-1 x. Then by (2.4.6) and 
(2.4. 7) it follows that given c0 > 0 ( co independent of k) we can choose sequences 
{,,\t} and {,,\:;}, A; ~ oo, such that for homotheties st := T/).± S± of S± (with 
. ~# 
vt(rw) = (At)-1 v±((,,\tr)w)) we have either 
or 
for r > f3"r := (,,\t)-1 Ro, where v, v' > 0. 
The appropriate choice of c0 ( which we now fix) gives, for k large, 
(2.4.9) 
Moreover (noting,;- < ,i) we have 
(2.4.10) 
for r > f3"r and for some c > 0 ( c independent of k ). 
Now note by Lemma (1.16) of [HS1] that fork large we can write 
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and 
for some open Fk C Bn+l and Gk C Bn+l, respectively. Since the vt are decreasing 
functions ( as r increases) we have by (2.4.9) that for k large 
(2.4.11) inf {lvt(x)I: x + vt(x)vc(x) ~ Bn+l} > 2ck 
xECA+ 1 
,., Jc ' 
(recall that x +vt(x)vc(x) E graph vt C spt st). 
Also, using the definition of ck (2.4.8), we have that for k large 
for some c > 0 independent of k (x + uk(x)vc(x) E spt Tk), and thus since IDuk(x)I 
is bounded for k large by (2.4.5) and ck l 0, we have for k large 
(2.4.12) sup {luk(x)I: x + uk(x)vc(x) ~ Bn+I} < 2ck· 
xECPJc,l 
Hence by (2.4.11) and (2.4.12) we have that fork large 
for some open neighbourhood Vk of 8Bn+1 • Application of Lemma (37.10) of [SLl] 
now gives us that for such k 
Using (2.4.11) and (2.4.12) again we then have 
(2.4.13) spt Tk n spt St = 0. 
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Similarly we have 
(2.4.14) spt Tk n spt s-;; = 0. 
Thus by (2.4.13) and (2.4.14) we have for k large 
(2.4.15) 
for x E cet1c ,l, Cl'.k l 0, where Cl'.k = max{,B;, Pk}. 
From (2.4.10) and (2.4.15) we then have that there is a c > 0 ( c independent of 
k) such that for k large 
(2.4.16) 
Now the Uk satisfy the problem 
{ 
Mca 1Uk = 0 
le ' 
Uk = 1Pk on :E. 
Then by Schauder and LP estimates (see [GT, Ch.'s 6, 9]) combined with (2.4.5) we 
have that for any O < p < l there exists a c = c(p) > 0 ( c independent of k) and a 
ko = ko (p) such that for all k > ko we have 
Hence by (2.4.8) and (2.4.16) we have 
for some constant c = c(p) > 0. Thus, if we let Wk = ck 1uk, ck = l1Pklc1,a(E)' then 
we have 
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for some constant c = c(p) > 0. 
Since p > 0 is arbitrary it now follows (see, for example, [GT, Lemma 6.36]) that 
there exists a w E C 1 ( C1 ) and a subsequence { k'} C { k} such that wk' converges lo-
cally in C1 ( C1) tow. Then by Schauder interior estimates we have w E C 00 ( C1 rv ~). 
Hence by the assumption that l1Pklc1,a(E) -+ 0 it follows that 
Thus w is a Jaco bi field corresponding to the { u k}. 
Furthermore 
by (2.4.16) 
and since wk' -+ w locally in C 1 we have 
(2.4.17) 
By (2.4.3) w also satisfies 
(2.4.18) 
that is, w has a non-zero </>1 component. 
Then, since C1 is area-minimizing and hence stable, we have by (1.2.12), (1.2.13), 
(1.2.14), (2.4.17) and (2.4.18) the following representations of w: 
00 
w(rw) = b1r-,i </>1(w) + L ajr-'i </>j(w), a1 + b1 =f. 0, 
j=l 
(that is, bj = 0, j > 2, in (1.2.13)) or 
00 
w(rw) = C1r-cn;- 2)</>1(w) + L ajr-'i </>j(w), C1 =f. 0, 
j=2 
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(that is , c2 = 0 and bj = 0, j > 2, in (1.2.14)). 
Thus in either case we have 
w(rw) = er-; ¢>1 (w) + O(r-;+v) as r ~ 0, 
c =I= 0, v > 0 and , = ,:;- or ,i. 
Since ¢>1 > 0 by (1.2.8) we then have, depending on the sign of c, that for r small 
either 
w( rw) > 0 for all w E ~ 
or 
w(rw) < 0 for all w E ~-
If the former case holds we can suppose that there is a er E (0, 1) such that 
w > 0 on Cf,u· 
Then since c:k,1uk, ~ w uniformly on Cf,u, we have (after dropping primes) that for 
k large 
Uk > 0 on Cf,u· 
In particular this implies that for k large 
Similarly if w < 0 for r small we have for k large ( with possibly a new er) 
Thus in either case we have a "one-sided" perturbation of 8Cu onto 8B;+1 . 
Furthermore it also follows that 8(Tk LB;+1 ) -l. 8Cu. Hence we can now apply the 
Hardt and Simon result, Theorem (2.3.6), giving us that for k large 
sing (Tk LB;+1 ) = 0. 
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Now by (2.4.4) it follows that if Yk E sing Tk then Yk -+ 0 ( = sing C1). Thus 
for k large we have 
sing Tk = 0. 
We thus have a contradiction as required.I 
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Chapter 3: Energy-minimizing maps 
3.1) Singular energy-minimizing maps 
As in Chapter 1 let Mn, NP be Riemannian manifolds of dimensions n and p 
respectively, M either without boundary or with boundary ~' where ~ is a smooth 
compact ( n - 1 )-dimensional manifold and N is isometrically embedded in RP ( for 
some P > p). 
If u E W 1 ,2 ( M; N) is an energy-minimizing map then we say that x E M is a 
singularity of u if u is not continuous in a neighbourhood of x. We let sing u denote 
the set of singularities of u; that is 
sing u = {x EM: u is not continuous at x}. 
Recall (see, for example, [LU] and (MCI] or the comments in [HKW, proof of Thm. 3]) 
that if a harmonic map u is continuous at a point x 0 E M rv ~ then u is automatically 
smooth in a neighbourhood of x 0 • 
From [SUI] and [SU2] (see also [GG] in case the image lies in a coordinate chart) 
we then have the following existence and regularity results: 
Theorem (3.1.1) ([SU2, Prop. 3.1]): Suppose that M and N are compact, 8N is 
empty and let 'l/; E C210 (~; N) be given. Suppose 'l/; extends to a map '11 E W 112 (M; N). 
Then there exists a map u E W112 (M; N) with u = 'l/; on~ which is energy-minimizing 
over all W 112 (M; N) extensions of 'lj;. 
Remark: If~ = 0 then, as noted in [SU2], it follows that the only energy-minimizing 
maps are the constant maps. 
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Theorem (3.1.2) ([SUl, Thm. II] and [SU2, Thm. 2. 7]): Suppose that M is 
compact and let u E W 1 ,2 ( M; N) ~e an energy-minimizing map with u( x) E N 0 a. e. 
for a compact set N 0 C N and u = _'lj) on E for some 'ljJ E C210 (E; N). Then sing u 
is a compact subset of M rv E; in particular, u is c2 ,a in a neighbourhood of E. 
Furthermore 
dim (sing u) < n - 3, 
and if n = 3 then sing u is a discrete set of point3. 
For SP C RP+l we let St ( and SP ) denote the open hemisphere of SP, given by 
si ( SP ) = { X E SP : xP+ 1 > 0 ( < 0)}. 
Then for maps u : Mn ~ St ( that is, the image NP is the closed upper hemisphere) 
we have an improved regularity result: 
Theorem (3.1.3) ([SU3, Thm. 2.4] and [GS]): If u E w1 ,2 (Mn; St) is an energy-
minimizing map. then 
u is smooth for n < 6, 
ha.3 at most isolated singularitie.3 for n = 7, 
and generally ha.3 a closed Jingular set of HaUJdorff dimenJion at moJt n - 7. 
(See [SU3) for further regularity results for energy-minimizing maps into the 
sphere.) 
In [MC2), Morrey also gives a complete existence and regularity theory when 
n = 2. 
When N has non-positive sectional curvature it is immediate from (1.2.20) that 
every harmonic map is stable. Moreover, if Mand N are also compact and have no 
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boundary then by [ES] and [HP], which use arguments involving the heat equation, 
we have the result that every homotopy class of maps has a smooth harmonic repre-
sentative which is an absolute minimum of the energy in its homotopy class. In [HP], 
Hartman then shows that a harmonic map u : M -+ N is unique in its homotopy class 
unless it is a constant or maps M onto a closed geodesic in which case nonuniqueness 
only occurs by rotations of the geodesic. (Also see [SJH] and the discussion in [JJ, §7] 
and [SRl, §1].) 
We now state a regularity theorem from [SUl] for the previous case when N has 
non-positive curvature and more importantly, for the following discussion, in the case 
when the image of u lies in a strictly convex ball of N. 
Theorem (3.1.4) ([SUl, Cor. to Thm. IV]): If M is compact and the sectional 
curvature of N is non-positive or if u( M) is contained in a closed strictly convex ball 
of N then any energy-minimizing map u E W 112 (M; N) is smooth. 
If we define the normal range of a point y E N to be the complement of the cut 
locus of y in N, that is, the maximal domain of any normal coordinate system with 
centre y, and if we let JCR(Y) denote the geodesic ball 
JCR(Y) = {z EN: dist(y,z) < R}, 
then we also have the following existence and regularity result: 
Theorem (3.1.5): Suppose that M" and NP, p > 2, are compact, ~ is non-empty, 
8N is empty and that the image of 't/J E C210 (~; N) is contained in a ball JCR(Y) that 
lies within the normal range of all its points, and for which 
(3.1.6) 1r R < 2VK, 
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where K, > 0 i3 an upper bound for the 3ectional curvature of N. Then there is a 
unique energy-minimizing map u E W 112 (M; N) with 
u = 'lj; on ~-
Moreover 
u E C00(M ,-...; ~; N) n C210 (M; N) 
and 
u(M) C JCR(y). 
Remark: If JC R(Y) lies within the normal range of all its points then it is shown 
in [KH, §4] (see also [HKW, p. 4]) that condition (3.1.6) guarantees that JCR(Y) is 
convex. 
Proof (of Theorem (3.1.5)): Given 'lj; E C 210 (E; N), the existence of an energy-
minimizing map u E W 112 (M; N) with u = 'lj; on E is given by Theorem (3.1.1). For 
any such u we then have u(M) C JCR(Y) by the maximum principle [HKW, Lemma 4] 
(see also [H, §6] and [HK]) and then by [HKW, Thm. 3] ([H, Thm. 1.4]) u is smooth on 
M ,-...; ~- That u is unique is then given by the uniqueness theorem of [JKl] ([H, §8]).I 
We note in particular that this gives a complete existence and regularity theory 
for maps into a closed spherical cap contained in the open upper hemisphere St 
(where /'i, = 1). 
Throughout this chapter we will be interested in the singular map 
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-An important case is when p = n where the image of cp coincides with the equator 
of sn ( = { x E sn : xn+l = O} ). As in [BA2] and [H] cp is then called the equator map. 
We saw in (1.2 Example 2) that cp is a harmonic map. After first proving the 
following two lemmas, we can now show that under certain conditions <pis also energy-
rmn1rmz1ng. 
Lemma (3.1.7) ([BA2, Lemma 2] or [H, Lemma 2.2]): If e E Wt' 2 (Bn; R) and 
et= 0 then 
(3.1.8) J, e2 -2 4 J, I oe I 2 Bn r < ( n - 2) 2 Bn Or 
Proof: J, e2r-2 = r 11 e2rn-3 dr dw Bn lsn-1 o 
1 . 
= - r 1 2 eoern-2 drdw 
lsn-1 0 (n - 2) or 
after integration by parts, 
< ~ r e2r-2 + 2 r I oe 12 
- 2 }Bn (n - 2)2 }Bn Or 
by Cauchy's inequality. 
We have equality only when 
e = 2r oe 
(n - 2) or 
which does not hold for e t= 0 with e = 0 on sn-1 . The strict inequality (3.1.8) now 
follows.I 
Lemma (3.1.9): Let u: Bn -i- SP (n > 3, p > n) be an arbitrary w 1 ,2 map and let 
w = u - <p. Then 
(3.1.10) 
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Proof: By definition of £ B" we have that 
After integrating by parts in the last term, using the fact that <.p is harmonic ( and 
hence satisfies (1.1.6) (with M = Bn)) and independent of r, together with the 
identities w · <.p = -!lwl2 (which follows by definition of w and since lul = l'PI = 1) 
and ID<.pl 2 = r- 2 (n - 1) we obtain the required result.I 
. 
We now consider .6.sn-1 + (n -1) as a vector operator acting on maps from sn-l 
into RP+l with a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions 1Pi : sn-l -+ RP+1, 
j > 1, corresponding to eigenvalues µi, j > l. · By the discussion in (1.2 Example 2) 
the first (p + 1) eigenfunctions can be written in the form 
1Pi = (0, ... , 0, constant, 0, ... , 0), j = 1, ... ,P + 1, 
(with the (non-zero) constant in the j-th position) corresponding to the eigenvalues 
µj=-(n-1), j=l, ... ,p+l, 
and the following n x (p + 1) eigenfunctions can be written in the form 
1/J i (p+ 1) + i = ( 0, ... , 0, w i, 0, ... , 0), i = 1, ... , n, j = 1, ... , p + l, 
(wi in the j-th position) corresponding to the eigenvalues 
µ i = 0, j = p + 2, ... , ( n + l) (p + 1). 
We also define /3; by 
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We are now in a position to prove the following result: 
Lemma (3.1.11): Let n > 7 and p > n. Then there exi.~ts an co = co(n) > 0 such 
that the map c.p : Bn rv { 0} ~ SP : x i---+ fxr minimizes energy relative to all maps 
U E W 112 (Bn; SP) with 
(3.1.12) 
that is, 
for any map u as in (3.1.12). 
Generally, regardless of the boundary data, we have 
(3.1.13) 
where ( : Bn ~ RP+I is the unique W 112 solution of .the equation 
(3.1.14) (n -1) ~Bn( + 2 ( = 0 r 
with 
( = U - c.p on sn-l. 
Remarks: (1) The condition (3.1.12) is the same as saying that in the eigenfunction 
expansion of u - c.p on sn-1 , the coefficients of the eigenfunctions which correspond 
to non-positive eigenvalues of ~sn-1 + ( n - 1) are sufficiently small relative to the 
other coefficients. 
(2) The values of ulsn-l in (3.1.12) are to be interpreted in the sense of trace of 
a W 112 (Bn; RP+l) map. 
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(3) By (1.2.6) and the discussion preceeding the lemma a solution of (3.1.14) can 
be written in the form 
00 
w(rw) = L(ajr-Pi" + bjr-Pt)l/Ji(w) 
j=l 
eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions of the vector operator ~sn-1 + (n -1). 
However we note that the terms of the form w;(rw) = bjr-Pt l/Ji(w ), bi i= 0, j > l, 
do not lie in W 1 ,2 ; indeed for each j > 1 
=oo 
as f3j > ( n 2 2 ) , 
while we find that the remaining terms lie in w 1 ,2 since /3; < ( n 2 2 ), j > 1. Thus 
we can conclude that 
00 
((rw) =Lair-Pi" l/Jj(w) 
j=l 
where 
is the rmique w1,2 solution of (3.1.14) with ' = u - <.p on sn-l. 
Notice that we can also make sense of the integral on the right hand side of 
(3.1.13) ( even if u is not smooth on sn-l ); namely 
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Proof ( of Lemma (3.1.11)): For a given u E W 1 12 (Bn; SP ) let ( be the unique W 1 ,2 
solution of (3.1.14) with ( = u-<.p on 5n-l (as above) and also let w E W 112 (Bn ; R P+l) 
be defined by 
w = u - <.p. 
Then in particular 
(3.1.15) (=wonsn-l. 
Furthermore, by Lemma (3.1.9) we have 
(3.1.16) £Bn(u)- £Bn(<.p) = A(w,w) 
where the bilinear operator A(·, ·) is defined by 
A(e,x)= { De·Dx-r-2(n-l)e·x, }Bn 
Now by the linearity of A(·,·) we have 
(3.1.17) A( w, w) = A( (, () + A( w - (, w - () + 2A( w - (, (). 
have 
Using (3.1.15) and integration by parts the last term is zero and furthermore we 
A(w - (, w - () = r ID(w - ()1 2 - r-2 (n - l)lw - ( 12 }Bn 
by definition, 
>. r ID(w - ()12 - r-2 (n - 2)21w - (12 }Bn 2 
since n > 1, 
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and hence since w - ( = 0 on sn-l by (3.1.15) we can apply Lemma (3.1.7) giving 
us that 
A( w - (, w - () > 0. 
Then by (3.1.16) and (3.1.17) we have 
CBn(u) - CBn(<.p) >A((,() 
= ~ ln-1 {)~:) 
by integration by parts and (3.1.14), giving inequality (3.1.13). 
N·ow suppose that (3.1.12) does not hold. It then follows that there exists a 
(3.1.18) 
for k large and, by (3.1.12) and the discussion preceeding the lemma, with 
(3.1.19) 
where Jo = {j : µi < O} (and where we can assume that lluk - 'PIIL2(sn- 1;RP+1) is 
non-zero because the result is trivial in case u = <.p ). 
Also let (k be the unique w1 ,2 solution of (3.1.14) with 
~ sn-1 
'-) k = u k - <.p on . 
That is, let 
00 
(k(rw) = L ajr-fji t/Jj(w) 
i=l 
where 
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00 
= L(-/3;)( aJ)2 
j=l 
> 0 for k large, 
by using the definition of aj together with (3.1.19) and the fact that (-/3;) > 0 for 
j rf. Jo. 
This is a contradiction of (3.1.18) and hence proves the lemma.I 
Using Lemma (3.1.9) and other known results we can now summarize some basic 
properties of <.p. 
Theorem (3.1.20): The map <.p : Bn "' {O} ~ SP : x ~ fxr is 
{i) unstable for 3 < n < 6, p > n, 
(ii) uniquely energy-minimi.zing for n > 7, p > n, 
and 
{iii) uniquely energy-minimizing for n > 3, p = n - 1. 
Remarks: (1) The existence of a singular energy-minimizing map (for n > 7) in case 
(ii) indicates that the above regularity results of Theorems (3.1.3), (3.1.4) and (3.1.5) 
are optimal. 
(2) Case (i) follows by [JK2, Thm. 2]. It is also shown in [JK2, Thm. 1] and 
[BP, §5] that there is a countable infinite number of smooth harmonic maps with the 
same boundary as <.p. 
In case (ii), for n > 7, p = n, it is proved in [JK2, Thm. 2] and [SU3, Thm. 2.3] 
( see also [BA2, Thm. 3] and [HF, Thm. 3]) that <.p is energy-minimizing. That <.p is 
uniquely energy-minimizing then follows by [BA2, Thm. 5] or [H, Thm. 2.3]. 
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Case (iii) is given by [BCL, Thm. 7.1] for n = 3 and follows for n > 7 by (ii). In 
[LF] and [CG, §1] it is shown that <.pis energy-minimizing for all n > 3. To see that <.p 
is uniquely energy-minimizing in the remaining cases n = 4, 5, 6, let u : En -+ sn-l 
be a w 1 ,2 energy-minimizing map with 
and 
U = <.p on sn- l . 
· We now regard <.p and u as maps into sn by taking <j, = ( <.p, 0) and u = ( u, 0). <j, 
and u are then both harmonic maps and we can apply [H, Lemma 2.4] giving us 
that fsn-i I~; 12 dw = 0. Using this identity the proof of [H, Thm. 2.3] (used to 
show uniqueness in case (ii)) then goes on to conclude (using the property of unique 
continuation for harmonic maps [SJH, Thm. 1]) that u = <.p on En. Thus <.p is nniquely 
energy-minimizing as required. 
It thus remains to prove case (ii) for all p > n. In doing this we will be giving a 
new proof in the case p = n. 
Proof (of Theorem (3.1.20), case (ii)): Suppose that u E W 112 (En; SP) is such 
that 
U = <.p on sn-l 
and 
u ¢.<.p. 
w=u-<.p 
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we then have 
(3.1.21) w = 0 on sn-l 
and 
(3.1.22) w ~ 0. 
By Lemma (3.1.9) we also have 
(3.1.23) £Bn(u)- £Bn(cp) = f jDwj 2 - r-2(n - l)lwl2 }Bn 
> f IDwl2 - r-2(n - 2)2lwl2 }Bn 2 . 
since n > 7. 
By (3.1.21) and (3.1.22) we can then apply Lemma (3.1.7) giving us that 
as required.I 
Remark: The above result also holds if we replace cp with any energy-minimizing 
tangent map <j; E W 112 (Bn; SP) (n > 3, p > n) which satisfies 
(3.1.24) 
for all e E Wl' 2 (Bn; RP+l) with e ~ 0. To see this let u E W 112 (B"; SP) with u = <p 
on sn-I and u ~ <p on Bn and w = u - <j;. Lemma (3.1.9) generalizes to give us that 
for any tangent map <j; 
>0 
by (3.1.24), 
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as required. 
By the formula (1.2.21) for the second variation of the energy functional we note 
that (3.1.24) is a stronger condition than assuming that <pis stable since (3.1.24) is 
required to hold without the restriction that ~ is tangential along <p. We also note 
that by Lemma (3.1.7) <p satisfies (3.1.24) for n > 7. 
3.2) Singular perturbations of tangent maps 
We first note that as well as <p other examples of tangent maps can be constructed 
by taking the homogeneous extension of harmonic maps between Euclidean spheres 
(for examples of such maps see [EL, §8], [SR2] and [BP, §1.5]). 
In [SL2], in an analogous manner to that used to give Theorem (2.3.3) for singular 
minimal surfaces, Simon constructs 1-parameter families of singular harmonic maps 
by using perturbations of tangent maps which correspond to higher eigenfunctions of 
the Jacobi field operator. That is, if we let g and h be smooth metrics for Rn and RP 
respectively and also let II7, J > 0, and ,; , j > 1, be as in §1.2 (relative to £sn-1 ), 
then we have: 
Theorem (3.2.1) ([SL2, Part I, Thm. 7.2]): Let <p: Bn f".J {O} ~ (RP, h) be a C2 
tangent map. Then for any m > 0 there is an integer J = J( m) ( = least non-negative 
integer with m < -Re I J+1) 3uch that if 'tp E C2(sn-l; RP) and if IAI is 3ufficiently 
small, there is a p = p( ,\) > 0 and a C2 harmonic map 
sati3fying 
(3.2.2) ITJw_x(pw) = ,\ITJ1tp(w), w E sn-1, 
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and 
(3.2.3) 
for each a E (0,1). 
If g is the standard Euclidean metric, then we may take p = 1 for sufficiently 
small A. 
Since w >.. is decaying at rate at least rm by (3.2.3) each harmonic map ( cp + w >..) 
has a singularity at the origin. We also note that by (3.2.2), as with the examples 
of Theorem (2.3.3), the first J components of the boundary data . of these singular 
perturbations cannot be arbitrarily specified, although the remaining components 
can. 
3.3) Perturbing away the. singularity from the map fxr 
When n > 3 and p > n we can easily construct perturbations ¢ of 1.p lSn- l that 
bound smooth energy-minimizing maps. That is, if ¢(sn-l) lies wholly on one-side, 
in an open hemisphere {x ESP: xk > O} or {x ESP: xk < O}, k E {n + 1, . . . ,P + 1}, 
then by applying Theorem (3.1.5) ¢ bounds a smooth energy-minimizing map u. 
We note that in case p = n it has also been shown in [BAl , p . 39] (see also 
[H, p. 24]) that- if the boundary data ¢ satisfies 
(that is, ¢ need not be wholly on one-side but may also lie partly on the equator) 
then ¢ also bounds a smooth energy-minimizing map u. (However it is not known 
whether or not u is uniquely energy-minimizing although each such u is smooth.) 
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We now use this observation ( that is, "one-sided" perturbations of c.p are smooth) 
to construct a much larger class of perturbations 'l/; of c.plSn-t which n~cessarily bound 
smooth energy-minimizing maps u : Bn ~ SP. Analogously to the result of §2.4 
concerning area-minimizing hypercones, we find that for sufficiently small perturba-
tions 'lp of c.plsn-l, 'l/;(sn-l) need only lie "slightly more on one-side of an equator 
{x ESP: xio = O} (forsomei0 E {n+l, ... ,p+l}) than the other" for the singularity 
of c.p to be removed. To be precise we have: 
Theorem (3.3.1): Suppo8e that n > 3 and p > n. Then given an T/ > 0 there exi8t8 
an€> 0 8uch that if'lj; E c2 ,0 csn-1 ;SP) (0 <a< 1) 8ati8fie8 
and when n > 7 
(3.3.2) 
for 8ome i0 E {n + 1, ... ,P + 1}, then there exi8ts an energy-minimizing map 
with 
U = 'lp on sn-l. 
Moreover, for each energy-minimizing map U E W 112 (Bn; SP) with U = 'lp on sn-l we 
Remarks: ( 1) Condition (3.3.2) requires merely that the perturbation is not "com-
pletely symmetric" with respect to the component of the first eigenfunction </>1 of 
Lsn-1. 
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(2) Theorem (3.3.1) gives us examples of smooth energy-minimizing maps into 
non-convex domains. 
(3) For singular perturbations of <p we have the following result which, as we will 
see, follows from the proof of Theorem (3.3.1): 
Proposition (3.3.3): Suppose that n > 3, p > n and let {uk}, Uk E W 112 (Bn ; SP), 
be a sequence of energy-minimizing maps with 
for some sequence {7/Jk}, 7Pk E c2,acsn-1; SP), (7/Jk ¥= cp), satisfying 
Then there exists a sequence {ck} l O and a subsequence { k'} C { k} such that 
uniformly on compact subs et3 of Bn f"J { 0} where 
and 
( that is, w is a Jacobi field corresponding to the {Uk}). 
Moreover 
sing Uk f:. 0 ('vk) => f wi = 0, i = n + l, ... ,P + 1. lsn-1 
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Before we prove Theorem (3.3.1) we first give the following lemma which we will 
use in the proof. Here for w : Bn rv {O} -+ RP+l we use the notation 
Lemma (3.3.4): Let u: Bn -+ SP (n > 3, p > n) be an arbitrary W 112 map and let 
w = u - cp. Then there is a constant c = c( n) > 0 such that 
llw(p )lli2(sn-1 ;RP+•) < cp-(n-2) (llw( 1 )lli2(Sn-l;R.P+•) + Ln (IDul2 - IDrpl2)) 
for all p E (0, 1). 
Proof: Using Lemma (3.1.9) we have 
Then after application of Lemma (3.1.9) once again and Lemma (3.1.11) (where we 
replace Bn with B; using the change of scale x ~ p-1x) we have 
where ( : B; -+ RP+1 is the unique w1 ,2 solution of the equation 
(3.3.6) 
with 
( = W on s;-1 . 
Thus (as discussed in the proof of Lemma (3.1.11)) 
(3.3.7) 
where 
(3.3.8) 
00 
((rw) = L Wj(p)(r/ p)-/3;- 1Pi(w) 
j=l 
Wj(r) = (w(r·), 'lpj) £2(Sn-l;RJ>+l)' 
/3j = ( n 2 2 ) _ J ( n 2 2 ) 2 + µ j 
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and 'lpj : sn-l -+ RP+l and µi, j > 1, are the eigenfunctions and corresponding 
eigenvalues of the vector operator .6.sn-1 + (n - 1), respectively, as given in §3.1. 
Substituting (3.3. 7) into (3.3.5) and using the fact that 
ID 12 I aw 12 -21 S" -1 12 w = 8r +r V w 
and 
j ( S" - 1 2 2) / ) Iv wl - (n - l)lwl = -\w,.6.5n-1W + (n - l)w £2(sn-l.R)>+l) sn-1 ' 
. gives 
Thus in terms of Wj(r) we have 
(3.3.9) 
1 (IDul2 -IDcpl2 ) > -f /3j(w;(p))2pn-2+[f ((w'j(r))2 +µ;(w;?)Y)rn-l dr. 
B" i=l P i=l 
Now for eachj > 1 direct computation, using one integration by parts and (3.3.8), 
gives 
Hence by (3.3.9) we have 
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Now for any C 1 function f on (0, 1], µ E R and p E (0, 1) we easily find , aft er 
using the inequality (a-b) 2 < 2(a2 + b2 ), that 
(pµ f(p))2 < 2( (/(1))2 + ([ ! (rµ f(r))dr )2) 
< 2( (/(1))2 + ([ (r-µ ! (rµ f(r))/rn-ldr) ([ r2µ-n+ 1dr)) 
by the Schwarz inequality, 
< 2((1(1))2 + t-(n-2-2µ\ jl (r-µ aa (rµ f(r))f rn-ldr) 
n - 2 - 2µ P r 
for all µ < ( n 2 2 ) • 
Hence 
(f(p))2 < 2p-(n-2) ( (/(1))2 + (n - 2 - 2µ)-1 l (r-µ ! (r!' f(r))/rn-ldr) 
for all µ < ( n 2 2 ) • 
If we replace J with Wj andµ with /3; (noting /3; < ( n 2 2 )), j > 1, and use the 
fact that (n - 2 - 2/3;)-1 < (n - 2 - 2/31)-1 for all j > 1, then we have that there 
exists a constant c = c( n) > 0 such that 
By (3.3.10), where we use the fact that /3; < 0 for j > p + 2 in the first term on 
the right hand side, we then have that there is a constant c = c( n) > 0 such that 
for all p E ( 0, 1). 
This is the required inequality.I 
Remark: The above result will also hold if we replace c.p with any tangent map 
'PE W 1 ,2 (Bn;SP) (n > 3, p > n) which satisfies 
(3.3.11) 
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for some constant Q'. > 0 and for all e E Wt '2 (B" ; RP+l ). To see this we first replace 
equation (3.3.6) in the proof with the equation 
Then if (p satisfies (3.3.11) we have by Lemma (1.2.9) (with LM = ~Bn + ID(pl2 ) 
p 
that µ1 > -( n 2 2 ) 2 and hence f3; < ( n 2 2 ) for all j > 1 as before. We can also apply 
Lemmas (3.1.9) and (3.1.11) in the proof once again after we note that Lemma (3.1.9) 
generalizes to give 
for all tangent maps (p E W 112 (Bn; SP) and in the proof of Lemma (3.1.11) if we let 
A(·,·) be given by 
fore, X E W 112(Bn; RP+l ), then we can use (3.3.11) to show that 
A( w - (, w - () > 0 
as before. The rest of the proof proceeds as above. 
By the formula (1.2.21) for the second variation of the energy funct ional we 
note that (3.3.11) is a stronger condition than assuming that cp is strictly stable 
since (3.3.11) is required to hold without the restriction that e is tangential along (p. 
However, by Lemma (3.1.7), we also note that if n > 1 then cp satisfies (3 .3.11) with 
a=C2 2f-(n-1). 
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Proof ( of Theorem ( 3.3.1)): We prove the theorem by contradiction. 
So assume that we have an 770 > 0 and a sequence {7/,k}, 7Pk E c2,a(5n-1; SP), 
with 
(3.3.12) 
(3.3.13) 
for some io E { n + 1, ... , p + 1}, and where each 7/, k dqes not bound an energy-
minimizing map which is smooth on Bn ~ 5n-1 . 
Now by Theorem (3.1.1), given 7Pk there exists an energy-minimizing map 
,./, sn-1 
uk = 'f'k on 
(and by the above assumption Uk is not smooth on Bn ~ sn-l ). 
If we let Wk be the degree O homogeneous extension of 1/J k over B n ~ { 0}, that 
. 1s, 
(3.3.14) Wk(rw) = 1Pk(w) for r E (0, 1], w E 5n-1 , 
then wk E W 112 (Bn; SP) and since Uk is energy-minimizing we have 
(3.3.15) 
By (3.3.12) we note that 
(3.3.16) 
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Hence by (3.3.15) and (3.3.16) we have that EBn (uk ) is bounded, that is, there exists 
a K > 0 such that for k large 
(3.3.17) 
Then by Rellich's theorem (see, for example, [MCI, §3]), the interior and bound-
ary compactness results, [SUI, Prop. 4.6] and (SU2, Prop. 2.3] , respectively, and 
(3.3.12) there exists a V E W 1 12 (Bn; SP) with 
V = ff) on 3n-l 
and a subsequence { k'} C { k} such that 
(3.3.18) Uk' -+ V 
in the w 1 ,2 norm. 
Since the u k are energy-minimizing it follows that v is also energy-minimizing. 
In the rest of the proof we now consider two separate cases: 
Case I: 3 < n < 6 
Writing v = ( v1, ... , vP+l) we define V± by 
v ± = ( v I ' ... ' vP' ± I vP+ 11). 
We note that 
( since the V± are given by the composition of v with a Lipschitz map), 
EBn(v±) = Esn(v) 
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and 
V± = V = <p on 5n- l. 
Hence both v+ and v_ are energy-minimizing. 
Since n < 6 and V±(Bn) C s~ we can apply Theorem (3.1.3) (replacing si with 
SP for v_) giving us that both 
V± are smooth on Bn. 
We also know that v is smooth on Bn ~ sing v. By Theorem (3.1.2) sing v is a 
compact set contained in the interior of Bn and dim ( sing v) < n - 3. Using the 
definition of V± we then have that either v = v+ or v = v_ on an open subset of 
Bn ~ sing v and hence since Bn ~ sing v is connected it follows by the unique 
continuation theorem for harmonic maps, [SJH, Thm. 1], that either 
- - Bn v = v+ or v = V- on . 
In particular v is smooth on Bn ( so that sing v = 0). 
By (3.3.18) and the compactness results [SUl, Prop. 4.6] and [SU2, Prop. 2.3] it 
then follows that the 
Uk' are smooth on Bn ~ sn-l for k' large. 
This contradicts the initial assumption. 
Hence we have proved the result in case 3 < n < 6. 
Case II: n > 7 
In this case we have by Theorem (3.1.20), case (ii), that 
V = <p. 
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Then using [SUI, Prop. 4.6], [SU2, Prop. 2.3] and (3.3.18) once again, it follows 
that ( after abbreviating { k'} to { k}) 
(3.3.19) 
uniformly on compact subsets of Bn f".J {0}. 
Now, by Lemma (1.1.5), since the Uk are energy-minimizing they satisfy 
(3.3.20) 
in the weak sense. 
Furthermore, if we let 
then by using (1.1.6) and the definition of the Jacobi field operator we can write 
(3.3.20) in the form 
(3.3.21) 
· 2 · . 2 . 
where (Nwk)3 = IDwkl c.p3 + 2(Dwk · Dc.p)w{ + IDwkl w{, j = 1, . . . ,P + l. 
have 
Now if we let the maps Wk, k > l, be defined as in (3.3.14) then by (3.3.15) we 
r (1Dukl 2 - · IDc.pl2 ) < r (ID'11kl2 - IDc.pl 2 ) }Bn }Bn 
= r ID(wk - c.p)l 2 - r-2 (n - l)lwk - c.p l2 }Bn 
by Lemma (3.1.9), 
< r 1ncwk-c.p)12 • }Bn 
We now define the sequence { e k} ! 0, by 
(3.3.22) 
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Since the '1' k and <p are both independent of r we then have 
(3.3.23) 
for some c = c(n) > 0. 
Applying Lemma (3.3.4) to the Uk and using (3.3.23) and also (3.3.22) once again 
now gives us that there is a c = c( n) > 0 such that 
(3.3.24) 
for all r E (0, 1). 
Let p E (0, 1) be given. Then by (3.3.24) we have 
for some c = c(n) > 0. Under the change of scale x 1-+ p-1x, with wk(x) = wk(px), 
x E Bn, we can rewrite this as 
Now suppose y E B;14 ~ Bf12 , () E (0, !] and let B9(y) denote then-dimensional ball 
of radius () with centre at y. Since B9(y) C Bn ~ Bf;4 it then follows that 
If we also let uk denote Uk under the above change of scale, that is, uk(x) = uk(px), 
x E Bn, and note that <p is invariant under the change of scale, then by definition of 
Wk we have 
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Using the inequality la-bl 2 < 2(a2 +b2 ) then gives us that 
a-n { luk - cp(y)l 2 < 2cB-nci + 2a-n { l<f' - cp(y)l 2 j B; (fl) j B; (fl) 
< c(B-nci + B) 
for some c = c( n) > 0 where here we have used the fact that <p is smooth away from 
the origin and hence Lipschitz in B8(y). 
Now set B =min(~'}) where co = co(n,p, K) (K as in (3.3.17)) is as given in 
the regularity result [SUl, Prop. 4.5]. Then for k large enough such that ca-n c~ < T 
we have 
and hence by (SUl, Prop. 4.5] fork also large enough such that (3.3.17) holds we have 
for some j3 = /3( n) > 0 and c = c( n, p) > 0. Then since, as noted above, <p is Lipschitz 
in Be;2(Y) we have that for k large 
for some c = c(n,p) > 0. Since Wk satisfies (3.3.21) we can now use a standard 
argument (see, for example, (MCl, Ch.'s 5, 6]) to conclu~e that 
(3.3.25) 
for some c = c(n,p) > 0. Using (3.3.25) together with (3.3.21) and Schauder and LP 
interior estimates (see, for example, (GT, Ch.'s 6, 9]) we then have 
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for some c = c( n, p) > 0. Rescaling, x f--+ px, and letting y = pi) we then have that 
fork large 
lwklc2,a(B;p/s(y);RP+1 ) < cp-; llwkll£2(B;p/
4
(y);RP+1 ) 
( n-2) < cp- - 2- ck 
by (3.3.24). 
Now we can cover Bfp/4 r-,J n;12 with a finite number ( depending only on n and 
not on p) of balls B 8p/B(y). Hence there exists a c = c(n,p) > 0 such that fork large 
In particular this implies that there exists a c = c( n, p) > 0 and a k0 = k0 (p) such 
that for all p E (0, ! ) and k > k0 we have 
(3.3.26) I Wk I -(!'.!..::.!) - < cp 2 • ck C 2,a(B" -B"·RP+1 ) -1/2 P' 
As well as this interior estimate for ck 1wk in Bf;2 we also require an estimate 
for ck 1 wk in the outer annulus Bn r-,J B'-:f2 • We first note that by (3.3.19) we have 
as k -+ oo. Using this together with (3.3.21) and the Schauder and LP estimates we 
have that there exists a c = c( n, p) > 0 such that for k large 
Then by (3.3.24) together with the definition of ck we have that there exists a 
c = c( n, p) > 0 such that for k large 
(3.3.27) I Wk I < C. Ck C 2 ,a(B"-B" ·RP+l) -1/4' 
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We can now combine the two estimates, (3.3.26) and (3.3.27), and it follows (see, 
for example, [GT, Lemma 6.36]) that there exists a subsequence {k'} C {k} and a 
(3.3.28) 
locally in C2 (Bn f'V {O}; RP+l) and furthermore, using (3.3.21), we have 
That is, w is a Jacobi field corresponding to the {Uk}. 
Thus, by the discussion in (1.2 Example 2), we have that in particular each wi, 
i = n + 1, ... ,P + 1, is of the form (1.2.18). Now by (3.3.26) and (3.3.28) there is a 
c = c(n,p) > 0 such that 
for all p E (0, ! ). Also, by (3.3.13), (3.3.22), (3.3.28) and since 'Pio = 0 we have 
Hence, by (1.2.17) and (1.2.19), we have in the representation (1.2.18) of wio that 
b ".0 = 0 for all 1· > 1 
) -
and 
Thus in particular we can write wio in the form 
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where c = a~0 i= 0, v > 0 and , = ,~ > 0. Hence for r small we have 
W 1 o > 0 ( < 0) on s;- l if C > 0 ( < 0). 
Thus by (3.3.28), together with the fact that <pio = 0, we can choose a a E (0, 1) such 
that ( after dropping primes) 
(3.3.29) 
for c > 0 ( < 0) and k large. 
u~
0 > 0 ( < 0) on sn-l u 
By (3.3.19) we first note that Uk is smooth on Bn rv (sn-l U B;12 ) for k large. 
Now, for each k, consider the restricted map 
Then by (3.3.29), if k is large, uk(s;- 1 ) lies in the hemisphere {x ESP : xio > 0 ( < 0)} 
and hence the boundary of each such map, ukls;-1 , satisfies the assumptions on 7/J 
in Theorem (3.1.5). Application of this result then gives us that Uk is also smooth on 
B; for k large and hence 
Uk is smooth on Bn rv sn-l for k large. 
This is a contradiction of our initial assumption and hence the result is true for 
n > 1. 
Thus we have proved both case I and case II and hence the theorem has been 
proved.I 
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3.4) The map ~ into an ellipsoid 
In the case of p = n we now consider the properties of singular harmonic maps 
as we perturb the image sn into an ellipsoid E'; ( a > 0, n > 3) ( see below for the 
definition of E'; ). In particular we consider conditions under which the map 
X 
<.p : B" rv {O} ~ E: : X ~ j;T 
is energy-minimizing and we also show that Theorem (3.3.1) can be generalized to 
include the case when the image is an ellipsoid. 
Previous discussion of the cas~ when the image is an ellipsoid is given in [BAl] , 
[BA2], [H, §2], [HF], [CH, Part III, Example 3] and also [SR2, §9] . 
In the following, for x = (x1 , ... , x"+1 ) E R"+ 1 , we let lxla be defined by 
and for maps v: B" ~ R"+ 1 we have analogous definitions for lvla and IDvla· 
The ellipsoid E'; ( C R n+l) is then the set 
E: = {x E Rn+l : lxla = 1}. 
The Euler-Lagrange equation for maps u : B" ~ E'; is also given by 
I 
. 2 u 
~BnU
1 + IDula1 12 = 0, i = l, ... ,n, 
U a2 
(3.4.1) " n+l ID 12 un+l LJ.BnU + U a 21 12 = 0 
a u a2 
(see [H, (2.1)]). 
We note that if a = 1 then E: reduces to sn and the Euler-Lagrange equation 
reduces to the form (1.1.6) ( with M = sn, p = n ). 
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By [BA2, Lemma 1] or [H, Lemma 2.1] we have that if~ E C~(Bn ~ 5n- 1 ; Rn+l ) 
is tangential along <p then the second variation formula (1.2.20) for the energy of c.p 
in the direction of ~ reduces to 
(We note that the definition of strict stability given in (1.2 Example 2) differs from 
that given in [BA2] and [HJ.) 
We say that a map u E W1 ,2 (Bn; E1;) is rotationally symmetric if there is a scalar 
function x such that 
u(rw) = (wsinx(r),acosx(r)). 
In particular we note that <p is such a map by letting x = ; . We then introduce the 
class of maps 
Crot = { u E W 1'2 (Bn; E;) : u is rotationally symmetric 
Finally, as in [H, §2], let an denote the number 
2v'n - 1 
an=---(n - 2) 
and note that 
an > 1 for 3 < n < 6 
and 
an < 1 for n > 7. 
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We can now present the following summary of the nature of r.p as we change the 
value of a: 
Theorem (3.4.2): The map r.p : En rv {O} -+ E; : x 1---+ fxr is 
{i) unstable for a < an, n > 3, ( even within Crot), 
{ii) stable and EBn ( r.p) < EBn ( u) for all u E Crot with u ¢ r.p in case 
{iii) strictly stable for a > an, n > 3 ( n =/= 4), 
and 
{iv) uniquely energy-minimizing for a > an, n = 3 and n > 7. 
Remarks: (1) We conjecture that r.p is uniquely energy-minimizing for all a > an, 
n > 3, ( see the comments on [H, p. 13] and in [CH, Part III, Example 3]). 
(2) Cases (i) and (ii) are given by [BA2, Thm.'s 1, 2] (or [H, Thm.'s 2.1, 2.2]). 
Case (iii) follows by noting that the proof of [BA2, Thm. l] (or [H, Thm. 2.2]) 
can be extended to give us that for a > an, n > 3, 
where a= min{ (n 2 2 )2 - (n - 3), (n 2 2 ) 2 - (na21 )} and we have a> 0 for n =/= 4 and 
In case (iv) we have that r.p is energy-minimizing by [ CH, Part III, Example 3) 
for n = 3, by [BA2, Thm. 3] ([H, Thm. 2.4]) for a > 1, n > 7, and by [HF, Thm. 3) 
for an < a < 1, n > 7. That r.p is uniquely energy-minimizing then follows by 
[BA2, Thm. 5] ([H, Thm. 2.3]). 
We now present a new proof of case (iv) for n > 7: 
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Proof ( of Theorem (3.4.2), case (iv)): Following the proof of Theorem (3.1.20), 
for u E W 112 (Bn; E1;:) with u 't <p and u = <p on 5n-1 , we let w = u - <p. Now since 
lula = 1 and <pn+t = 0 we have <p • w = -!lwl! and hence Lemma (3.1.9) holds for 
all W 112 maps u : Bn --+ E1;: if we replace lwl with lwla in (3.1.10). Thus in place of 
(3.1.23) we have 
(3.4.3) £Bn(u) - £Bn(<p) = f 1Dwj2 - r-2 (n - l)jwl! }Bn 
> r IDwl2 -r-2(n-2)21wl2 }Bn 2 
since a > an and n > 7, 
>0 
after applying Lemma (3.1. 7). 
This gives us the required result .I 
We now show that Theorem (3.3.1) can be generalized to include the case when 
the image is an ellipsoid. We can show that the result holds for all a > 0, n > 3, 
except for when a > an, 3 < n < 6, and a= an, n > 3. It is still open as to whether 
or not the result holds in these cases. 
Theorem (3.4.4): Theorem (3.3.1) holds if we replace sn with E;: when 
(i} a < an, n > 3, 
and 
(ii) a > an, n > 7, and (3.3.2) holds. 
Proof: In this proof we will merely indicate where the proof differs from the proof 
of Theorem (3.3.1 ). 
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Case I: a < an, n > 3 
We can no longer apply Theorem (3.1.3) but we can again show that vis smooth. 
To see this, write 
( 1 n+l) V= V , ... ,V 
and 
V± = (v1, ... ,vn,±lvn+1I), 
so that as before the V± are energy-minimizing. Then lvn+1 1 satisfies (3.4.1) and 
. 
hence as lvn+l I > 0 we have 
By the weak Harnack inequality for supersolutions (,see, for example, [GT, Ch. 8]) we 
then have the two possibilities that either lvn+1 1 = 0 on Bn or the essential infimum 
of lvn+1 1 is positive on each compact subset of Bn r-..1 sn-1 . 
Suppose that lvn+ll = 0. Then v(Bn) C {x EE;; : xn+l = O} (= equator of 
E;;). If we then consider v as a map v: Bn ~ sn-l it follows by case (iii) of Theorem 
(3.1.20) that since vis energy-minimizing we have v = <.p. Thus <.p (as a map into E;;) 
is energy-minimizing. But this contradicts case (i) of Theorem (3.4.2) which says that 
<.p is unstable. Hence lvn+l I ¢ 0. 
Thus the essential infimum of lvn+1 1 is positive on each compact subset of 
Bn r-..1 sn-1 . In particular given e E (0, 1) there exists a 8 E (0, a) such that 
v+(Bf-~) C E;; n {x : xn+l > 8} and v_(Bf-~) C E;; n {x : xn+i < -8}. Since 
these domains are strictly convex for each 8 E ( 0, a) ( as shown in the proof of 
[BA2, Lemma 5]) we can apply the regularity result of Theorem (3.1.4) giving us 
that V± I Bf-~ are smooth for each e E ( 0, 1 ). If we choose e sufficiently small and 
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apply the boundary regularity result of Theorem (3.1.2) we can conclude that both 
V± are smooth on Bn. 
Then following the argument in the proof of Case I of Theorem (3.3.1) this gives 
us that the 
Uk are smooth on Bn l"J sn-l for k large, 
which contradicts the initial assumption. This proves the result in this case. 
Case II: .a > an, n > 7, and (3.3.2) holds 
By case (iv) of Theorem (3.4.2) we have 
V = cp. 
We compute that the operator Lsn-1 (corresponding to (3.4.1)) is now given by 
so that the eigenvalues Aj are given by 
< An+2 = 2n - a-2 (n - 1) < ... -+ +oo. 
In particular since a > an we have 
, (n-2)2 /\} > - -Y-
as before so that a solution wn+l of L 8 n_.{o} wn+l = 0 again takes the form 
00 
(3.4.5) w"+1(rw) = L(a7+1r- 1 i- + bJ+1r- 1t)<Pi(w) 
j=l 
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where the,; satisfy 
< - < - - ( n-2) + + < + < 
-CX) f- ... - 13 - 12 < fl < -2- < fl < 12 - 13 - ... ~ +CX) 
and 
r/>1 = constant ( =/- 0). 
Now for an arbitrary W 112 map u : Bn ~ E'; suppose ( : B; ~ Rn+ 1 is the 
unique w 1 ,2 solution of the equation 
(3.4.6) 
with 
{ 
C1Bn(i+r-2 (n-1)(i=0, 
6.s;:cn+I + :ar)-2(n - l)(n+I = 0, 
;- - W on sn-l 
':, - p ' 
i=l, ... ,n, 
where w = u - cp. That is, let 
00 
((rw) = L( wi(P )(r / p )-/3;-)"Pj(w) 
j=l 
as before where now the "Pi are eigenfunctions of the operator 
(3.4.7) { 
Clsn-1 + (n - 1), 
Clsn-1 + a-2 (n - 1), 
' 
i=l, ... ,n, 
i=n+l. 
(Note that ( again lies in W 1 ,2 since we still have /3-; < ( n 2 2 ) for all j > 1.) Then 
following the proof of Lemma (3.1.11), where in this case we replace (3.1.10) (from 
Lemma (3.1.9)) with (3.4.3), A(e,x) is given by 
n 
A(t,x) = Ln Dt. Dx - r-2(n-1) f?ixi - (ar)-2 (n-1)c+1 xn+I 
and r n-22 
A(w - (,w -() > }Bn ID(w -()12 - r-2 ( 
2 
) lw - (12 
since a > an and n > 7, 
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we have as before, 
We then find that Lemma (3.3.4) holds for w1 ,2 maps u : Bn -+ E; by replacing 
lwl with lwla, ~sn-1 + (n - 1) with (3.4.7) and (3.3.6) with (3.4.6) in the lemma's 
proof and noting that there exists a J = J( n) such that /3; < 0 for all j > J and we 
still have /3; < (n 2 2 ) for all j > l. 
For the sequence uk, using (3.4.3), we also obtain as before 
Using the above and following the previous argument we again find that b1J+ 1 = 0, 
j > 1, and af+1 =/= 0 in (3.4.5) so that we can write wn+l in the form 
where c =/= 0, v > 0 and , > 0. As before there exists a a E ( 0, 1) such that 
(3.4.8) u~+l > 0 (< 0) on s;-1 
for c > 0 ( < 0) and k large. We then consider the restricted map 
but now we cannot apply Theorem (3.1.5) because the "smallness" condition (3.1.6) 
does not apply for a =/= l. However if we let 
so that by (3.4.8) 
_ { (Uk)+ on s;-l if C > 0 
Uk - ( Uk)_ . Oll s;-l if C < 0 
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then by the argument in case I above ( u k) + ( or ( u k) _) is smooth on B1;. Then as in 
case I of the proof of Theorem (3.3.1) it follows that either Uk= (uk)+ or uk_ = (uk)-
on B; and hence 
Uk is smooth on B;. 
The result then follows as before.I 
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Chapter 4: Open questions 
In Theorems (2.4.1) and (3.3.1) we were able to construct large classes of smooth 
perturbations of singular area-minimizing surfaces and energy-minimizing maps, re-
spectively. There are major differences in the proofs of the two theorems, often 
involving the individual nature of the geometric problem concerned. An example of 
a major technical difference is that in the proof of Theorem (2.4.1) we use a barrier 
argument while in the proof of Theorem (3.3.1) we use energy estimates to show the 
existence of a suitable Jacobi field. 
However the results and the basic underlying structure of each proof have definite 
similarities, each proof heavily relying on the geometric nature of the respective area 
and energy functional, in particular the general representation of the corresponding 
Jacobi field. 
It is then interesting to ask whether the above techniques can be generalized 
to give large classes of smooth perturbations of the singular extrema of any given 
geometric type functional (1.1.3). 
Further ways in which the above theorems could be extended also arize. 
For area-minimizing hypersurfaces it is open as to whether or not analogous 
results to Theorem (2.3.6) (that is, [HS1, Thm. 5.6]) and Theorem (2.4.1) hold when 
the singularity at O is not isolated, for example, area-minimizing hypercones C in 
Rn+ 1 of the form 
C = C0 X R 
where Co is an area-minimizing cone in Rn x {O} ( C Rn+l) with isolated singularity at 
0. Another question is whether Theorem (2.4.1) can be generalized to also include the 
case of perturbing away isolated singularities from non-cone singular area-minimizing 
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hypersurf aces. 
For energy-minimizing maps it would also be interesting to consider perturbations 
of more general singular energy-minimizing tangent maps <p : Bn l"V { 0} -+ SP other 
than just the map fxT and determine whether or not Theorem (3.3.1) holds if we 
replace cp with <p. As we remarked, lemma (3.3.4) still holds if <p satisfies certain 
conditions. 
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